The \Cross Product" technique introduced by Even and Litman EL92] is extended into a full decomposition theory enabling a unique (up to isomorphism) and polynomial factorization of layered interconnection networks (including most well-known networks) into a product of prime factors. A polynomial algorithm is provided for checking whether a given layered interconnection network is isomorphic to a uniquely decomposible network into prime factors.
Introduction
In the paper EL92] Even and Litman introduced a new technique, \The Cross Product" technique and showed that this technique enables the representation of several well known layered networks as a cross-product of simple such networks. They also showed that this representation considerably simpli es some proofs of properties of such networks and may be useful in the analysis and in the synthesis of known or new networks. The purpose of this paper is to extend the technique introduced by Even and Litman into a full decomposition theory. Speci cally, we will introduce the concept of \prime" layered networks and we will show that every layered interconnection network belonging to a certain family of networks (to be de ned in the sequel) including most known networks, e.g., B64], KS86], L84], Le85] , W68] can be represented as a cross-product of prime factors. A polynomial This research was supported by the fund for the promotion of research at the Technion. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the Dagstuhl Seminar on Graph Transformations in Computer Science, September 1996 algorithm for constructing such a decomposition will be given and the decomposition will be shown to be unique, up to isomorphism, in the following sense: If N 1 and N 2 are isomorphic networks then they both have the same factors, with the same multiplicity of each factor.
In addition, a polynomial algorithm is provided, which nds whether any given layered network is isomorphic to a network in the above mentioned family, and it nds an isomorphic network in the family to the given one if such a network exists.
This decomposition may have many applications such as:
Checking isomorphism of given networks.
Constructing isomorphic networks to a given one (by permuting its factors) in order to nd a network most suitable for speci c needs.
Mass production of networks out of simple and standard components.
Proving properties of networks from properties of their components.
Analysis and synthesis of networks, etc.
We would like to mention that the number of di erent prime fractions for the family of n-layered networks under consideration is O(n 
Preliminaries 2.1 Bi-partite graphs
The cross-product operation, as an operation between graphs or automata is well-known. We are interested in a particular case described below.
De nition 1 Let B 1 = (X 1 ; Y 1 ; E 1 ) and B 2 = (X 2 ; Y 2 ; E 2 ) be 2 bipartite graphs. Their crossproduct is the bipartite graph G 3 = (X 3 ; Y 3 ; E 3 ) such that X 3 = X 1 X 2 ; Y 3 = Y 1 Y 2 (` ' represents the Carthesian product operation) and ((x 1i ; x 2j ); (y 1k ; y 2l )) 2 E 3 if and only if (x 1i ; y 1k ) 2 E and (x 2j ; y 2l ) 2 E 2 .
We shall use the notation` ' for the cross-product operation of bipartite graphs as de ned above.
For a given bipartite graph B = (X; Y; E) we shall refer to X and Y as the oor and the ceiling, respectively, of B. Property (7): Let B 1 = (X 1 ; Y 1 ; E 1 ); B 2 = (X 2 ; Y 2 ; E 2 ); B 3 = (X 3 ; Y 3 ; E 3 ); B 4 = (X 4 ; Y 4 ; E 4 ) be bipartite graphs with associated matrices M 1 ; :::; M 4 . Assume that all sets of vertices in the above graphs are ordered according to some preassigned order and assume that (Y 1 ) = (X 2 ) and (Y 3 ) = (X 4 ) so that we can construct 2 two-layered graphs G 1 = (X 1 ; Y 1 ; Y 2 ; E 1 ; E 2 ) and G 2 = (X 3 ; Y 3 ; Y 4 ; E 3 ; E 4 ). Then (M 1 M 2 ) (M 3 M 4 ) = (M 1 M 3 )(M 2 M 4 ), i.e., the regular product of interconnection matrices commutes with the Kronecker product (given that those products are de ned). This property, which is known in the literature, is straightforward and easy to prove.
The resulting matrix is the interconnection matrix between X 1 X 3 and Y 2 Y 4 in the cross product:
G 3 = G 1 G 2 = (X 1 X 3 ; Y 1 Y 3 ; Y 2 Y 4 ; E 3 ; E 4 ) where E 3 are the edges of B 1 B 3 and E 4 are the edges of B 2 B 4 .
Remark. Property (6) can be extended to any number of layers and any number of crossproduct factors in each layer (the same number of factors in each layer).
n-partite graphs
De nition 3 An n-partite graph is a graph G = (X 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X n ; E 2 ; E 3 E n ) where the X i 's are sets of vertices, and the X i vertices are connected only to the X i+1 vertices by the edges E i+1 .
De nition 4 Let G 1 = (X 1 ; :::; X n ; E 2 ; :::; E n ) and G 2 = (X 0 1 ; :::; X 0 n ; E 0 2 ; :::; E 0 n ) be two npartite graphs. G 1 G 2 = G 3 = (X 00 1 ; :::; X 00 2 ; E 00 2 ; :::; E 00 n ) is the n-partite graph such that (X i ; X i+1 ; E i+1 ) (X 0 i ; X 0 i+1 ; E 0 i+1 ) = (X 00 i ; X 00 i+1 ; E 00 i+1 ):
De nition 5 Two n-partite graphs G 1 = (X 1 ; :::; X n ; E 2 ; :::; E n ) and G 2 = (X 0 1 ; :::; X 0 2 ; E 0 2 ; :::; E 0 n ) are isomorphic if for all i; 1 i n ? 1, the bi-partite graphs B i = (X i ; X i+1 ; E i+1 ) and B 0 i = (X 0 i ; X 0 i+1 ; E 0 i+1 ) are isomorphic and those isomorphisms can be de ned in a way such that for all 2 i n ? 1 (X i ) = '(X i ) (see de nition 2).
Property (8): G = G 1 G 2 G k is isomorphic to all the graphs of the form G (1) G (2) G (k) where is a permutation of (1; 2; :::; k).
The proof of this property is straightforward and is left to the reader.
De nition 6 Let G = (X 1 ; :::; X n ; E 2 ; :::; E n ) be an n-partite graph. The i-contraction of G; 2 i n?1, is de ned as the graph G=i = (X 1 ; :::; X i?1 ; X i+1 ; X n ; E 2 ; :::; E i?1 ; E 0 i+1 ; :::; E n ) such that (j; k) 2 E 0 i+1 if and only if j 2 X i?1 ; k 2 X i+1 and there is a vertex v 2 X i such that (j; v) 2 E i and (v; k) 2 E i+1 . Property (9): Isomorphism is preserved under the i-contraction.
Property (10): If 
The proof of the above properties is based on Property (7), is straightforward and is left to the reader.
3 The BCP (bi-partite cross-product) family The \Matrix" column contains the connectivity matrices associated with the graphs. The \FC"
(Floor-Ceiling) parameter represents the sizes of the sets X; Y of the graphs, i.e., it represents ? jY j jXj .
Notice that the vertices in the above de ned graphs are labeled with labels in f0; 1g. Denote = fa; b; cg and let 2 where B is the graph whose label is . Then for any word w 2 ; w = 1 k w represents the graph B w = B 1 B k . Let B = (X ; Y ; E ) and B w = (X w ; Y w ; E w ).
Then, by our de nitions X w = X 1 X k and Y w = Y 1 Y k . We shall label the vertices of X w and Y w according to the following procedure: The vertices in X i and Y i are labeled by either 0 or 1 as per the de nition of B i . The vertices in X w and Y w correspond to k-tuples of zeroes and ones. Order the vertices in X w and Y w according to the lexicographic order of the corresponding k-tuples and then label those vertices with consecutive integers, starting with 0, according to the order of their n-tuples, the notation (X w ) and (Y w ) will be used to denote the sets X w and Y w when ordered as above. The connectivity matrix associated with B w is M w = M 1 M k and the FC parameter of B w is ? Pw qw = ? P 1 P k q 1 q k .
The BCP family of graphs is de ned as L 1 = fB : B = B w ; w 2 g:
An example
Consider the graph B given below. 2 . Let w 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w n be a sequence of graphs in the BCP family such that the size of the ceiling of w i is equal to the size of the oor of w i+1 for 1 i n ? 1. We can construct an n-layered graph from the above graphs by identifying the vertices in the oor of w i+1 with the vertices in the ceiling of w i in their given order.
Denote this graph by the \page" 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 Remark. Given an n-layered interconnection graph, the graph belongs to the family if and only if every single layer of the graph belongs to the BCP family and this can be checked by the membership algorithm for the BCP family.
Examples 4.2.1 n-layered tree
It is easy to see that such a tree is represented by the page 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 a ca cca . . . The n-layered butter y can be described recursively as follows: BY (1) = j j j j represented by ab. To construct BY (i+1) duplicate the i layered BY (i) and adjoin the two duplicates to the H i+1 graph (example 3.4.1) as the (i + 1)-st layer. Schematically
Therefore BY (2) 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 abc n?1 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 4.3 Prime n-factors
We de ne below a subset of O(n 2 ) graphs in the NCP family which will be shown in the sequel to have the \primality" property, i.e., all the graphs in the family can be represented as cross-products of those factors and the primes themselves cannot be factorized into simpler graphs.
De nition 8 A prime graph in the NCP family is a graph which can be represented by a page as below:
a. Choose a row 0 i n and write a in row i. Choosing the row 0 means that a is omitted altogether from the page.
b. Assume we choose position i for a. Choose a row i < j n + 1 and write b in row j. Choosing the n + 1 row means that b is omitted altogether from the page.
c. Write 1 (1 represents the graph j j ) in rows k; k < i or k > j, if such rows exist (i.e., if i > 1 or j < n) and write c in rows t; i < t < j if such rows exist (i.e., if j > i + 1).
Several primes in NCP are shown below. 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 c c c c 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1 a b 1 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1 1 1 a 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 a c c b 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
The corresponding graphs are Remark. As the number of possible locations for`a' is n+1 and for the i-th location of`a', there are n?i+1 possible locations for`b', we have that the total number of n-primes is P n+1 j=1 j = (n+1)(n+2) 2 . It follows from the de nition that the primes do not factor into simpler factors, if we disregard the trivial prime consisting of a page with a single 1 in every row, which is not included in the above de nition.
A factorization algorithm is provided in the next section. The algorithm enables the factorization of any graph in NCP into prime factors. We will show in the sequel that the factorization is unique.
The factorization algorithm
The algorithm receives at input a page 2 6 6 6 6 4 w 1 . . . w n 3 7 7 7 7 5 containing n words over , left justi ed, representing a graph in NCP.
It outputs a sequence of prime factors such that the page at input is a cross product of the sequence of factors. Else if for all i; 1 i < n, either w i = cw 0 i or w i = bw 0 i or w i = 1, let i be the minimal row index such that w i = bw 0 i . Then for all t; 1 t < i we have that w t = cw 0 t (notice that for i = 1, no such t exists). Set ff j := 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 c . ff j := 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1 . . . 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
?ith row ; w t := w 0 t ; 1 t s; j := j + 1g
?sth row Or for all t > i; w t = cw 0 t (notice that for i = n no such t exists) then set ff j := 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 
Correctness and Complexity of the Factorization Algorithm
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the following facts 1. If for all i; 1 i n; w i = cw 0 i then the prime factor consisting of n c-layers can be factored out. The con guration where there are some i such that w i = cw 0 i and for the other i's w i = 1, is impossible, since this would imply that for some i the ceiling (or the oor) of layer i contains more than 2 vertices while the oor (or the ceiling) of layer i ? 1 (or layer i + 1) contains only one vertex.
2. If the con guration shown above does not hold (and as long as for some i w i 6 = 1) and for i; 1 i n; w i 6 = aw 0 i then there must be some i such that w i = bw i . Choosing i to be the minimal row index having the property that w i = bw 0 i implies that w j = cw 0 j for all j; 1 j < i since the ceiling of b has 2 vertices and we can use the same argument as in the previous case for all w j ; 1 j i ? 1, recursively. This justi es the factorization in the rst clause of the repeat loop.
3. If the con gurations described in 1 and 2 above do not hold and the condition for termination of the repeat loop was not yet achieved, then the lowermost (highest row index) a in the rst column of the page must be followed by a sequence of c's (in subsequent layers) to the bottom of the page, or by a sequence of c's followed by a`b' -if the sequence of c's does not reach the bottom of the page. The justi cation of this fact comes from the ceiling-oor matching restriction as in the rst case. This proves the correctness of the second`else' clause in the repeat loop of the algorithm, thus proving the correctness of the whole algorithm.
As for the complexity of the algorithm, at every iteration of the repeat loop, a letter is removed from at least one word in the page at input. The number of iterations is therefore bounded by the total number of letters in the given page. The number of bit operations in a given loop is n. The algorithm is therefore polynomial in the length of the input.
Examples
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves in the examples below to n = 4. It is easy and straightforward to extend those examples to any n.
Trees
The page representing a tree was shown in example 4.2.1. Its factorization is given below (for n = 4) 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 reordering the factors di erently we get isomorphic graphs. One such possible reordering derives the isomorphic network below: Notice that one can derive a very large number of networks that are isomorphic to the Butter y network by permuting its factors. In fact, as we will show in the next section, all the networks in the NPC family that are isomorphic to the Butter y network can be derived as a crossproduct of a permutation of the factors of the Butter y network. On the other hand some di erent permutations may derive the same network so that the number of di erent Butter y isomorphic networks in the family is less and not equal to the number of di erent permutations of the factors of the Butter y network. It is easy to see that two prime factors commute i they have the following properties: For every i; 1 i n. Either one of the factors has a 1 in layer i, or, one of the factors has an`a' in layer i and the other factor has a`b' in layer i.
Main results
In order to prove our main theorem we need to prove rst the following Lemma 1 Let B 1 and B 2 be two networks in the BCP family represented by the words w 1 and w 2 . In order to simplify the proof of our main theorem we introduce the following notations. The (n) prime factor with all its layers equal to 1 will be called the Trivial prime factor.
Theorem 1 Let N 1 and N 2 be isomorphic networks in NCP. Let N 1 = f 1 f k1 ; N 2 = g 1 g k2 be two factorizations of N 1 and N 2 , respectively, into prime factors, not necessarily distinct. Then k 1 = k 2 , and the two factorizations contain the same factors with the same multiplicity.
Proof Step: Assume the claim is true for i ? 1, we show that it is true for i; i 2. Consider the two factorizations as above.
We shall initiate now a marking and permutation of factors procedure to be implemented on the above factorizations. Since a permutation of factors transforms a given network into an isomorphic one (property (8) in section 2.2), the procedure will not a ect the proof. The procedure is de ned as follows.
Step 1. If for some j f j (i) = a then, by the de nition of the prime factors, f j (1; i) must be the prime factor represented by a column of ones in layers 1 to i ? 1 and an`a' in the i-th layer.
By corollary 2 such a factor must exist also in the sequence of factors of N 2 (1; i). Mark f j (1; i) and the corresponding and equal factor in the factorization of N 2 (1; i) and move those factors to the end of their corresponding sequences of factors. Continue this marking and moving procedure as long as there are unmarked factors with an`a' in their i-th layer.
When the above step 1 is completed the number of marked factors in N 1 (1; i) is equal to the number of marked factors in N 2 (1; i) (by corollary 2). Consider an unmarked factor f j (1; i). f j (i) 6 = a (otherwise it would have been marked). If f j (i) = b or c, then f j (i?1) is either a or c (to match ceiling with oor). If f j (i) = 1 then f j (1; i ?1) must contain a layer which di ers from 1 (otherwise f j (1; i) would be trivial). The same argument holds for the nonmarked factors of N 2 (1; i).
It follows that the nonmarked factors of both N 1 (1; i) and N 2 (1; i) have nontrivial restrictions in N 1 (1; i ? 1) and N 2 (1; i ? 1) correspondingly. By the induction hypothesis, it follows that the number of nonmarked factors of N 1 (1; i) is equal to the number of nonmarked factors of N 2 (1; i) and, since this is true for the marked factors too, we have that k 1 = k 2 as required.
Step 2.(of marking and moving procedure).
For all unmarked factor of N 1 (1; i); f j (1; i). If there is an unmarked factor of N 2 (1; i); g s (1; i) such that f j (1; i) = g s (1; i), then mark those factors and move them to the end of their corresponding sequences of factors.
Claim: When step 2 is completed then all factors f j (1; i) such that f j (i) = 1 are marked, and the same is true for the factors g j (1; i) with g j (i) = 1.
The proof of the claim follows from the fact that if f j (i) = 1 then f j (i ? 1) = b or 1 (to match oor to ceiling). By the induction hypothesis there is a factor g s (1; i ? 1) which is equal to f j (1; i ? 1). Therefore, g s (i ? 1) = b or 1 implying that g s (i) = 1 implying that f j (1; i) = g s (1; i) so that both f j (1; i) and g s (1; i) are marked in the second step.
It follows from the above claim that after the two steps are computed the following properties hold:
1. The marked factors of one sequence are matched by marked and equal factors in the second sequence. If all the factors are marked then we are done. Otherwise 2. There is an equal number of unmarked factors in both sequences and each unmarked factor f j (1; i) (g s (1; i)) has the property that f j (i) = b or c (g s (i) = b or c). This follows from the fact that factors with f j (i) = a have been marked in the rst step and those with f j (i) = 1 have been marked in the second step, and similarly for the g factors. 3. The number of unmarked f j (1; i) factors is equal to the number of unmarked g s (1; i) factors and every unmarked f j (1; i) factor di ers from all the unmarked g s (1; i) factors. 4. If f j (1; i) is an unmarked factor then there is an unmarked factor g s (1; i) such that f j (1; i?1) = g s (1; i?1). This follows from the fact f j (1; i?1) is nontrivial for unmarked factors, as explained before, from the fact that every marked factor in one sequence is matched by a marked equal factor in the second, and by the induction hypothesis.
We will show now that properties (2) to (4) above imply that N 1 (1; i) 6 N 2 (1; i), a contradiction, and therefore all the factors must have been marked after step 2.
Step 3. Reorder the sequence of unmarked factors in the rst sequence so that the unmarked factor f j (1; i) has the property that f j (i; i ? 1) = g j (1; i ? 1) where g j (1; i) is an unmarked factor in the second sequence (this is feasible by property (4) above).
Step 4. Reorder both sequences of unmarked factors according to the following rule:
If f j (1; i) has an`a' in layer s and f k (1; i) has an`a' in layer t (s = 0 or t = 0 means that the corresponding factor has no a-layer.) and t < s then j < k. Reorder the g-sequence in the same way preserving the equality f j (1; i ? 1) = g j (1; i ? 1) for all j. would imply that f 1 (i; 1) = g s (1; i). But this is impossible (see property (3) after step 2 of the reordering). Therefore, the case where no`a' layer exists in f 1 (1; i ? 1) is excluded. 2 We can now complete the proof of our theorem. By (iii) f 1 (1; i ? 1) = g 1 (1; i ? 1) has an`a' in some layer, say t. Thus f 1 (t) = g 1 (t) = a and f 1 (s) = g 1 (s) = 1 for 1 s < t (by the de nition of the prime factors).
We have also, by step 4 in the reordering procedure, that for all j; f j (p) = g j (p) = c for all p, such that t < p < i.
Assume w.l.o.g.. that f 1 (i) = b (if f 1 (i) = c we can exchange the roles of the f's with the g's since in this case g 1 (i) = b). Thus f 1 (1; i) has ones in layers 1 to t ? 1, has c's in layers t to i ? 1 and has a b in layer i. No such factor can exist in the sequence of g's since all the g's di er from all the a's. We x our attention now to the restrictions of the given factorizations as below (with k 1 = k 2 = k). N 1 (t; i) = f 1 (t; i) f k (t; i) N 2 (t; i) = g 1 (t; i) g k (t; i)
As N 1 N 2 we have also that N 1 (t; i) N 2 (t; i). We can apply the contraction operation on N 1 (t; i) and N 2 (t; i) resulting in two one-layered networks N 1 (i) N 2 (i) (see property (9) in section 2). But, in this contraction f 1 (t; i) will reduce to 1. (recall that f 1 (t) = a; f 1 (s) = c for t < s < i and f 1 (i) = b).
All the factors of N 2 (t; i), di er from f 1 (t; i) and all their layers in rows s; t < s < i di er from a' by step 4 of the reordering procedure. Therefore no factor of N 2 (t; i) reduces to 1 (we restrict our attention to unmarked factors only since the marked factors are identical in both decompositions).
Thus, the number of a's, b's and c's in N 1 (i) cannot be equal to the corresponding numbers in N 2 (i) contradicting lemma 2. The proof is now complete. 2
Applications
As mentioned in the introduction, the decomposition theory developed in this paper may have many applications. We list below some such applications including some relevant comments.
Constructing isomorphic networks
Any given n-layered network which is described either in graph form or by interconnection matrices for all its layers can be decomposed into prime factors, using the factorization algorithm provided in section 4.4, given of course that the network belongs to the NCP family.
Once such a decomposition is found one can generate isomorphic networks by permuting the factors. In fact, all the isomorphic networks in the NCP family, to a given network in the family, can be generated in this way. Notice, however, that there may be networks not in the NCP family which are isomorphic to a given network in the family. Thus for example consider the network below whose interconnection matrix is 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 This network is not in the NCP family since its interconnection matrix is not decomposable into a Kronecker product of matrices corresponding to simpler factors. On the other hand, the network is isomorphic to the network below Generating isomorphic networks may be useful for nding networks which have favorable characteristics for implementation.
Checking isomorphism of networks
To check isomorphism of networks in the NCP family one can factor each network into prime factors and compare the factors. The two networks are isomorphic i they have the same prime factors with the same multiplicity. Consider for example the two networks below: It is easy to show that a network is banyan i all its factors are banyan. The prime factors which are not banyan are the prime factors containing both an`a' and a`b' and the all`c' prime factor. A network that has an all`c' prime factor decomposes into two disjoint networks.
Other applications
The decomposition theory can also serve as a basis for the mass-production of complex interconnection networks out of simple and uniform components.
One can also use the theory as a basis for various generalizations, for example, one can add new simple components such as: which are not in the BCP family, and are not isomorphic to its prime factors, to the set of generators.
7 Checking whether an n-partite graph is isomorphic to a graph in the NCP-family 7.1 Bi-partite graphs De nition 9: A (p q)-biclique is a bipartite graph (X; Y; E) such that all the pairs f(x i ; y j ) : x i 2 X; y j 2 Y g are included in E, and jXj = p; jY j = q.
Lemma 2 Every bipartite graph in BCP is isomorphic to a graph consisting of a set of identical biclique components.
Proof Let G be a graph in BCP represented by the word w = 1 k i 2 fa; b; cg. We can construct an isomorphic graph of the form w 0 = c r a p b q with r + b + q = k where r; p; q are the number of a's, b's and c's in w. Now a p b q represents a biclique with 2 p vertices in its oor and 2 q vertices in its ceiling. Left multiplying with c r will result in 2 r duplicates of the a p b q biclique. 2
Corollary 2 Let H be a bipartite graph H = (X 1 ; Y 1 ; E 1 ) and let G be a bipartite graph in BCP, G = (X 2 ; Y 2 ; E 2 ) such that jX 1 j = jX 2 j jY 1 j = jY 2 j and jE 1 j = jE 2 j. One can nd in polynomial time whether H G.
Proof. By the above lemma one must check whether H splits into identical biclique components.
I the number of components and their roof and ceiling sizes are the same as in G then H G.
The veri cation of those questions is polynomial as is well known.
Lemma 3 Let H = (X 1 ; Y 1 ; E 1 ) be a bipartite graph. There exists a graph G = (X 2 ; Y 2 ; E 2 ) in BCP such that H is isomorphic to some graph in BCP i H G, and G can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. If H is isomorphic to some graph in BCP then necessarily jX 1 j = 2 p ; jY 1 j = 2 q and jE 1 j = 2 r for some integer p; q; r. implying that jaj = jbj = jcj = 1, i.e., w must factorize as w = abc, which by lemma 2 must consist of 2; (2 2) bicliques. Indeed w is the graph Now H 1 consists of 2; (2 2) bicliques and it is easy to check that it is isomorphic to w. H 2 does not have this property and therefore is not isomorphic to a graph in BCP.
N-partite graphs
De nition 10: LetĜ be an n-partite graph G = (X 1 ; : : :X n ; E 2 : : :E n ). C ij (G) is de ned as the bi-partite graph (X i ; X j ; E ij ) where the set E ij contains an edge from a vertex in x i to a vertex in x j i those vertices are connected by a path in the subgraph G(X i ; : : :; X j ; E i+1 : : :E j ).
De nition 11: Let G be an n-partite graph. The code of G, denoted C(G) is de ned as the set C(G) = fC ij (G) : 1 i j ng
It follows from the de nition that the number of elements in C(G) is n(n + 1)=2 2 Assume in the sequel that G is in the NCP family. We shall denote by A ij (G); B ij (G) and S ij (G) the number of a's, the number of b's and the number of c's, respectively in C ij (G). We shall ommit the references to the graph G when it is understood. C ij (G) = 1 means that C ij (G) consists of a single edge connecting two vertices.
De nition 12: The pattern of G, denoted by P(G) is the ordered sequence:
(A n;n ; A n?1;n ; A n?1;n?1 ; : : :A i;n ; : : :; A i;i ; : : :A 1;n ; : : :A 1;1 ; B 1;1 : : :B 1;n ; S 1;n ). The order of the entries in the P(G) sequence is de ned as follows:
1. The A's preceed the B's and S 1;n is the last entry in the sequence.
2. A t;r preceedes A i;j if t > i, or ,t = i and r > j. . The sequence P(G)
will be considered as a vector whose entries are nonnegative integers. The precedence relation as de ned in the above de nition will be denoted by jA ij j < jA kl j if A ij precedes A kl in the sequence, similarly the notation jA ij j < jB ij j will stand for A ij precedes B ij in P(G) etc. Notation 13: Given two graphs G 1 and G 2 we will write P(G 1 ) P(G 2 ) if the entries of P(G 1 )
are bigger than or equal to the corresponding entries of P(G 2 ).
Observation 1: It follows from the unique factorization theorem (Theorem 1) that if G 1 and G 2 are two graphs in the NCP familty with the same number of layers then if G 2 is a factor of G 1 then P(G 1 ) P(G 2 ). In particular if Q is a prime factor of G, Q itself is a graph in the NCP family, then P(G) P(Q) and P(G) ? P(Q) = P(G 1 ) where G = Q G 1 . The notation P(G 1 ) ? P(G 2 ) stands for the sequence resulting from the subtracting of the sequences P(G 2 ) from the sequence P(G 1 ) term by term.
Notation 14: Consider the prime graphs in the NCP familty as described in de nition 8. We shall denote those graphs as below: X i;j ; 1 i j < n, denotes the diamond shaped-graph with an`a' at layer i, a`b' at layer j + 1, c's between the`a' and the`b' and ones below the`b' and above the`a'. X i;n ; 1 i n, denotes the fork-shapes graph with an`a' at layer i; c's below it and ones above it Y 1;j ; 1 i j n, denotes the Y -shaped graph with a`b' at layer j; c's above it and ones below it. S is the prime with`c' in all its layers.
De nition 15: The sequences of n-primes, denoted by Q n is the sequence below:
Q n = (X n;n ; : : :; X 1;n ; : : :; X 1;1 ; Y 1;1 ; : : :; Y 1;n ; S) where the X ij are ordered in the same way as the A ij in De nition 12, and Y 1j are ordered in the same way as the B 1j in De nition 12. Notice that there is a one-to-one correspondencebetween the two vectors P(G), for any n-layered graph G, and Q n .
Lemma 4
1. The pattern P(X ij ) of the prime graph X ij has the following properties:A ij (X ij ) = 1 and A kl (X ij ) = 0 if jA kl j < jA ij j. 3. The pattern P(S) of the prime S has all its entries equal to zero except the last entry which is equal to 1.
Proof: The graph represented by X ij ; 1 j n, has (see notation 14) an`a' at layer i, a`b' at layer j + 1, c's between the`a'and the`b' and ones at all other layers. Therefore C ij (X ij ) =`a 0 implying that A ij (X ij ) = 1. For k > j C ik (X ij ) = 1 (since the`b' at layer j + 1 cancels the`a' at layer i) implying that A ik (X ij ) = 0. For t > i; C tr (X ij ) 6 =`a 0 , since X ij has no a`s below layer i, so A tr (X ij ) = 0. Now jA tr j < jA ij j implies that either t = i; r > j or t > i (see de nition 12), and in both cases, as shown above A tr (X ij ) = 0. The prime X in has an`a' at layer i, c's below it and ones above it. If t > i then C tr (X in ) = c, since the layers below the i-th are all c's, therefore A tr (X in ) = 0 if t > i. But jA tr j < jA in j only if t > i. From the de nition of X in we also have that A in (X in ) = 1. This proves part 1. To prove part 2 observe that the prime Y 1j has a`b 0 at layer j, c's above it and ones below it (see notation 14). This implies that C tr (Y 1j ) 6 =`a 0 so A tr (Y 1j ) = 0 for all t and r. It also follows from the de nition of Y 1j that B 1j (Y 1j ) = 1. Furthermore if s < j then C 1s (Y 1 j) =`c 0 since the`b' in Y 1j exists in layer j only. Therefore B 1s (Y 1j ) = 0 for s < j. But jB 1s j < jB 1j j only if s < j thus proving part 2. To prove part 3 notice that the prime S has the property that C ij (S) =`c 0 for all i and j. In particular C 1n (S) =`c 0 so S 1n (S) = 1 2
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2 Let H be a n-layered network. A graph G in NCP can be found in polynomial time, such that if H is isomorphic to a graph in NCP then H G. Remark: By corrolary 2 this step is polynomial time.
3. Set an ordered list P(G) which is a potential patern of a graph G in NCP such that if H is isomorphic to a graph in NCP it is isomorphic to G. The list P(G) is constructed as follows: Proof of Correctness of the Algorithm.
Step 2. It follows from the de nition of isomorphism (de nition 5) that if step 2 fails then H is not isomorphic to a graph in NCP.
Step 3. If H is isomorphic to a graph G in the NCP familty then, due to theorem 1 (the unique factorization theorem), G has a pattern P(G) which, due to observation 1, is the sum of the patterns of its prime factors.
Step 4. This step nds the prime factors of G (if such exist) together with their multiplicity, based on lemma 4. The factors are found in their order, as per de nition 15. By lemma 4, after all the factors A st with jA st j < jA ij j have been found and their pattern has been subtracted from P 1 (step 4.1) the only factor that can contribute to A ij is X ij and the value of A ij is its multiplicity. A similar argument holds for steps 4.2 and 4.3 If the subtraction of a factor multiplied by its multiplicity renders P 1 with negative entries then, due to lemma 4 and Observation 1, P(G) cannot be a pattern of a graph in NCP, which it must be if H is isomorphic to such a graph. This de nes an Isomorphism between G 2 and H 2 . Continuing that way we will get the whole isomorphism of H with G. By the way, one can check that the above graph G is the 4-layered Butter y.
Final Remarks
The pattern of the graph G in the NCP family uniquely characterizes the equivalence class of G under isomorphism of n-layered graphs, and can serve as some sort of \bar-code" for G.
E.g. the following 3 patterns characterize the equivalences classes of 6-layered Butter y, the 6-layered Batcher Network and the 6-layered graph obtained by combining two 3-layered Butter y Networks, correspondingly.
(1,2,1,3,2,1,4,3,2,1,5,4,3,2,1,6,5,4,3,2,1,1,2,3,4,5,6,0) (1,2,1,3,2,1,3,2,1,1,3,2,2,2,1,3,3,3,3,2,1,1,2,3,3,3,3,0)  (1,2,1,3,2,1,3,3,2,1,3,3,3,2,1,3,3,3,3,2,1,1,2,3,3,3,3,0) It is plausible to assume that some of the properties of G can be learned from the pattern P(G). Thus the fact that the last entry is equal to 0 shows that G is connected. It seems also that P(G 1 ) > P(G 2 ) should re ect the fact that the connectivity of G 1 is`higher' (under some proper de nition) than the connectivity of G 2 . This possibility (of revealing properties of G from P(G)) requires further study. Notice also that the Algorithm in this section provides an alternative algorithm for the unique factorization theorem (Theorem 1).
